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Two new techniques, reverse-bias pulsed deep-1eve1 transient spectroscopy (RDLTS) and
injection deep-1evel transient spectroscopy (IDLTS), for use in measuring electric
field dependent carrier emission and capture rates, respectively, are described in
detail. The Au donor center at Ey + 0.35 eV. was studied by these two nethods as an
example. The results indicate that the carrier ernission rate increases and that the
carrier capture rate decreases in the presence of high electric fie1d. The implica-
tion of the enhanced ernission and retarded capture is discussed in terms of leakage
current and prernature breakdown in VLSI device application.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of deep-level defects in semicon-

ductors-is extremely important since the presence

of deep-1eve1 defects causes the leakage current
to increase and the current gain of bipolar tran-
sistors to decrease. In the case of CMOS DRAM

ce1l, the signal storage capacitor has to have a

long carrier lifetine in order to preserve the

slgnal
fi-e ld

between refreshs. In VLSI, the electric
strength in the devices continues to

crease as device geometry is continuously scaled

down according to scaling ru1es. The presence of
this high electric field can influence the prop-

erties of the deep-level defects and thus the per-

formance of these devices. It is extremely in-
portant to characterize the carrier emission and

capture kinetics of the deep-Ieve1 defects at high

electric field. Previously, several nethods were

attempted to measure the high field carrier emis-

sion rate but none was found convenient to use or
ft )f

accurate in giving data. L- ' " r A new techni-que ,

reverse-bias
scopy (RDLTS)

pulsed deep-1evel transient spectro-

has been recently proposed to de-

termine the electric field dependence of carrier
enission rate accurately and conver",ientty. [5] In

this paper, the theory of RDLTS will be described

in detail. Moreovet, a dual technique, designated

as injection deep-1eve1 transient spectroscopy

(iDLrs) is used to neasure the electric field
dependence of capture rates. The IDLTS is a sim-

p1e and accurate method to resolve the previous

B-3-4

difficulties in accurately deterinining the canier
141capture rates.''' In experiments, the Au-center

in Si was studied using both nethods to illustrate
the validity of these two techniques.

II. THEORY

The basic concept of RDLTS is to use an emis-

sion pulse, rather than a capture pulse as in the

case of conventional DLTS, to superimpose on a re-
verse D.C. bias. The empty state concentration in
a narrow region is controlled by either varying
the ernission pulse height or changing the pulse

duration. Thus, the transient capacitance signal
anplitude is directly related to the emission

pulse waveform. It has been shown previously that
the true transient signal actually comes frorn the

capture of electrons by defect states in the nar-
row region near the intersection point of the Fer-
mi level and the defect t"lr"t. [3] By considering
the enission mechanism during the application of
the ernission ptrlse as well as the capture dynamics

during the capacitance transient observation, the
capacitance tTansient for a one-sided abrupt junc-

tion can be expressed

AcJ.t) = f' o, !.!?(- Jo -- ND (z) "e))]

":,
l1 - exp (-t
L\

,)
defect

(-t,,. (r))

where both

/T
p.

exp

(i

the and shallow dopant concen-

trations Na and I'lO, respectively, are functions of
distance; x is the position of defects inside the

depletion region; w is the depletion width and can

and z= 1- x
w

Eq. I
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be calculated from the depletion approximation

with a given reverse D.C. bias VO. It is noted

that z is a dimensionless coordinate running from

0 to 1, or correspondingly from the n-side deple-

tion edge to the p* side" The two factors, tu(e)
and t__ inside the integral, are the emission time

Y'lr
constant and the emission pulse width, respective-
Iy, and these two factors control the transient
signal arnplitude. The transient observation time
f cAf hrr n hnv* --..car averager, and spatial dependent

capture rate t.(z) also control the measured tran-
sient signal amplitude. However, since the emis-

sion and captuae processes are two,oppositely di-
rected functions of temperatute, L'l there is a

maximum AC in the temperature scan for a given e-

mission pulse width tO when measured using a two-

channel boxcar averager. In such a measurement,

the capture of electrons within the depletion re-
gion in a narrow region near xo, the point of in-
tersection of the Fermi leve1 and the defect lev-

e1, is detected. A detailed description of these

two rnechanisrns of enission and capture can be

found in Ref. 3. It is noted that Eq. 1 is valid
only when AC<<C, the condition that is usually met

for transient capacitance measurements in the case

N. <<N^ .tu
In applying RDLTS to deterrnine the field en-

hanced camier emission rate, it is worth noting

again that the transient signal observed comes

fron capturing of carriers by the empty deep-1eve1

states located in an extremely narrow region. The

understanding of this high spatial resolution is
essential in giving highly accurate results with-
out the knowledge of spatiat distributions, as well

as in determining precisely the electric field
strength at which the caniers emit. During the

application of the reverse-bias emission pulse

in the experinentr the carrier emission occurs

in the depletion region prior to capturing. The

empty state concentration after the application of

the emission pulse is determined by the pulse

width and height, anct the latter deterni,nes the ap-

plied electric field strength. From the change of

the subsequent transient capacitance, the emission

rate as a function of the pulse height (and the

electric field strength) can be obtained as de-

scribed implicitly in Eq. 1. The spectrum ob-

tained with this RDLTS along with the conventional

DLTS spectrun is shown in Fig. 1. The up-going

spectrum is indicative of carrier capture in con-

trast with the down-going conventional emission

DLTS spectrum. Ivith this technique, the nonuni-

formities of the deep-level defect and the dopant

concentration distributions do not affect the ac-

curacy of the measurement.

A duality to the RDLTS technique is the in-
jection DLTS (or IDLTS), which is based on a sim-

ilar principle of RDLTS with an additional injec-
tion means to supply majority carriers for captur-
ing when the reverse-bias pulse is still applied.

This is acconplished by the use of a bipolar tran-
sistor structure. As indicated in Fig. 2, an in-
jection pulse V, is applied to the emitter-base
junction at the same time when the'reverse-bias
pulse V_ is applied to the base-collector junction..D

During itl" iniection pulse period, carriers are

injected from the emitter through the base and in-
to the collector region, and are subsequently

swept out by the electric field in the depletion
region created by the reverse-bias pulse applied

at the base-collector jilnction. During the appli-
cation of reverse-bias pulses in the collector, not

only the injected carriers are captured inside the

depletion region (collector side), but also the

captured carriers can emit from the defects in the

depletion region. As a result, the nature of the

subsequent transient capacitance signal, observed

in the collector as j-ndicated in time t, and t,
after the injection pulse i-s removed, depends on

whether the carrier capture or the carrier emis-

sion is dominant" If the carrier capture rate is
higher than the carrier emission rate, the transi-
ent capacitance signal due to carrier ernission

similar to the conventional DLTS is observed, i.e.
a down-going spectrum. If, on the other hand, the

carrier capture rate is lower than the carrier e-

mission rate, the observed transient capacitance

signal will be dominantly due to carrier capture

similar to RDLTS. In the former case, the differ-
ence between IDLTS and DLTS lies in the source of
the rnajority carrier supply, i.e. from the emitter
in IDLTS and frorn the quasi-neutral bulk region

for DLTS" These two conpetitive capture and emis-

.sion processes can be de.scribed by the following
equation, which can be derived sirnilarly to Eq. 1:

x
ot-;

llU
vL I N. (z)
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r- - -t
Lt - exp (-tplrp(EJJJ. exp

"(*S!-) ffi
Ir - exp (-tplrpt.lll'exp (-tlrno)'(1 - z)

,1anO -----7--\-
T- teJv

= en(e) + cn[e ) 
Fg, z

For a pnp transistor, the junction capacitance given

in Eq. 2 is for the n*-p collector junction, xo is
the intersection poi-nt of the Fermi level and the
AaFaa+ 'la.'^] - is the hole enission time con-u rvvvr' tpo -"

stant in 1ow electric field during transient ob-

servation , ^c.(z) is the spatial dependent capture
tirne constant for holes similar to those in Eq. 1,

t* is the emission pulse width, and e_(e) and c^(e)p p'' y
are the emission and capture rates for holes, re-
spectively. The latter two parameters are both
strong functions of electric fie1d. llowever, e'(e )
is also a strong function of ternperature while
c_(e) depends on the injected carrier concentra-D.-
tlon or the injection current. In Eq. 2, the

first part describes the emission-dominated RDLTS

effect during tn and the transient capacitance

signal becornes positive if this part predominates.

The second part of Eq. 2 expresses the capture-
controlted DLTS effect during tn and if this part
becomes more significant the resulting transient
capacitance signal is negative. By applying a

constant-current pulse while varying the reverse
pulse width and height, the change of the transi-
ent capacitance signal can be used to calculate
the electric field dependent carrier capture

rates. The IDLTS spectrum obtained is shown in
Fig. 3 for different pulse heights with a given

pulse width. As seen in Fig. 3, the transient
capacitance signal decreases as the pulse height
(or electric field) increases. This indicates
that the effect of carrier capture retardation
is the presence of high fie1d. Detailed deriva-
tion of these equations along with the physical

origin of the retardation effect will be published
fsl

elsewhere. t"'

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In experiments, Au-doped silicon pnp transis-

f'
4_*o

tors were studied using the RDLTS and IDLTS meth-

ods. The energy levels at lower field were decer-
mined to be E,, + 0.35 eV and E - 0.56 eV. for do-v c - -.,
nor and acceptor 1eve1s respectively, using the
conventional DLTS method. The capture cross sec-
tion for the EU +"0.35 eV center was obtained to
be about 5E-16 cni'. In order to obtain accurately
tire enhancement factor, the enj_ssion pulse width
a-nci height were adjusted at the same tirne to keep

the transient capacitance signal constant. The

ratio of the pulse widths used in the high and low

fields can directly be used to calculate the en-

hancement factor given in Table 1. The enhanced

carrier enission rates at different temperatures
are also shown explicitly. The results indicate
that the lower the tenperature is, the higher the
enhanced emission factor is. The retarded canier
capture rates at different temperatures were mea-

sured using IDLTS. The retardation of the camier
capture along with the enhancement carrier emis-

sion are iltustrated in Fig. 4. The measured data
of the enhanced enission rate indicates that the
Au donor leve1 at EU + 0"35 eV has a polartzation
potential we11, and the retarded capture rates
show that the decrease of capture cross section
correlates with the increase of the phonon emis-

sion rate when hot carriers are captured. The de-

tailed discussion on emission and capture of mech-

anisms will appear elsewhere.

IV. CONCLUSION

Two techniques have been used to measure elec-
tric field dependent carrier ernission and capture
rates accurately and conveniently" The RDLTS re-
sults indicate that the emission rate is increased
in high field, which j-n turn implies a shorter ef-
fective carrier generation lifetime. However, a

reduced camier capture rate in high field sug-
gests a longer minority carrier recombination life-
tine. In VLSI, devices are scaled down and pre*

sent becones higher, and the enhancement in car-
rier emissi-on frorn the defects can cause an im-

mature breakdown and an increase in leakage cur-
rent under a reverse bias condition.
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TABLE 1

p_u.lle wid-t_h (.usJ p.u1sg height (v)

390 0. s
390 1.0
390 2,0
340 4.0
310 6.0
250 10.0
180 15.0
90 20.0
6s 25.0
50 30.0
40 35.0

IjIGURE 2. A pnp transistor structure used for
IDLTS study. The emi-tter-base junction is for-
ward-biased by an injection pulse Vr. The elec-
tric field in the base-collector junction varies
by the reverse-bias pulse V-. Both V- and V, are
applied si-multaneous ly r
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FIGURE 1. Typical DLTS and RDLTS spectrum for the
E,, * 0.35 eV Au center.
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FIGURE 3. Typical IDLTS spectra with different
base-collector reverse-bias pulse heights. The
spectra were obtained with a given inje.ction cur-
rent density while the reverse-bias pulse is

11 changed.
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FIGURI rr. The enhanced emission and retarded capture rates for the EV * 0.35 eV Au center
as a function of electric field strength.
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